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Here comes
the sun
With the weather warming
up it is time to think seri-
ously about protecting your
skin from the damaging
rays of the sun.
Anyone who wants to have
fresher, younger and
brighter looking skin needs
to ensure that sun protec-
tion is part of a daily beauty
ritual.  If you live in Portugal
all the time then you will
know that even on a grey
day sun protection is es-
sential throughout the year
but as the temperature
rises, so does the need for
a good SPF.
With such a vast array of
sunscreens available, just
trying to choose a sunblock
is enough to give you a
headache, then there’s the
task of applying it ad-
equately when you’re
about to head out for the
day.
It used to be a case of pick-
ing the SPF you thought
you may need but with so
many terms and new inno-
vations it can be hard to
navigate your way around

the world of sun cream.
Here is a list of FAQs to
help you solve your sun
care questions:

WHAT’S THE
DIFFERENCE
BETWEEN UVA AND
UVB RAYS?
“Ultraviolet radiation is
divided into UVA and UVB,”
explains dermatologist Dr
Hiva Fassihi. “UVB causes
sunburn, and eventually
skin cancers. UVA can
penetrate deeper, and
therefore mostly causes
skin ageing, but has also
been shown to increase
the risk of skin cancer in the
long-term.”

WHAT SPF SHOULD
YOU USE DURING
THE SUMMER?
“As a general rule, I recom-
mend an added protection
of at least 30+ SPF,” says
dermatologist Dr Howard
Murad, founder of Murad
skincare. “However, SPF

15 gives you a 93% protec-
tion from the sun - there is
no such thing as 100% - so
for most people, this is
adequate for everyday use,
as long as you’re not
spending the whole day out
in the sun.”

HOW CAN YOU TELL

IF A SUN CREAM HAS
ADEQUATE UVA
PROTECTION?
“UVA is shown by either a
star rating or simply a UVA
inside a circle on the bottle. I
would always recommend
at least 3-star UVA protec-

tion,” says Dr Fassihi.

WHEN AND HOW
OFTEN SHOULD YOU
APPLY SUN CREAM?
“Always apply sun protec-
tion to cool, clean, dry skin
in the shade, ideally in-
doors, 15-30 minutes be-

fore you go into the sun,”
says Abi Cleeve, managing
director of Ultrasun UK. “Any
application in direct sun-
light increases evaporation
before it’s had a chance to
bond with the skin, reducing
its power to protect.”

ARE ‘ONCE A DAY’
CREAMS REALLY
EFFECTIVE?
Yes, because they have
better ‘photostability’,
meaning that once ab-
sorbed, the protection isn’t
depleted by the sun, nor can
it be rubbed off or dissolved
by water. “Ultrasun uses
patented liposome technol-
ogy, which provides a cap-
sule for the UV filters to
reach the deeper layers of
the skin’s surface,” Cleeve
explains.

DOES SUN CREAM
HAVE A USE-BY DATE?
Yes, it’s important to re-
member that the power of
sunscreen decreases over
time, so look for the little
opened pot symbol on the
bottle. Most indicate a nine
or 12-month expiry date, so
never use the same sun
cream two summers in a
row.                                    TPN/PA

An adventurous health kick
Even the most health con-

scious of us can find ourselves
getting into a rut if we are not
careful.  Perhaps we have
fallen into food habits, have
done the same fitness class for
years or are struggling to find
enthusiasm for healthy living.  If
you are looking to kick start
your health then look at being
a little more adventurous!

Fancy breaking up the

mundane with a little bit of ad-
venture? Here are five ways to
make daily life a little more daring
(and healthy!)...

:: Plan mini expeditions
Preparing for and tackling

Everest can take years. If a few
hours on a Sunday is all you can
spare, don’t let that stop you
enjoying some outdoor adven-
ture. Why not look into nature
hotspots or walks in your local

area that you’ve never explored
before? Simon Barnett, director
of walking development at the
Ramblers says: “Everywhere has
something special to offer when
you’re on foot - whether that’s a
secluded tiny urban park offering
a respite from the stresses of
daily life, or a magnificent vista
from the top of a mountain that is
the just reward for the effort of
climbing it in the first place. Sim-
ply by putting on a pair of shoes
and going for a walk almost
everyone can experience this
sense of adventure and excite-
ment.”

:: Cook your way around:: Cook your way around:: Cook your way around:: Cook your way around:: Cook your way around
the worldthe worldthe worldthe worldthe world

Jetting off to South America or
Southeast Asia might not be an
option, but you can still explore
far-flung lands - through your
taste buds. OK, eating a coun-
try’s cuisine is not quite the same

as actually visiting the place, but
being a little adventurous in your
cooking could really spice up the
week (literally, if the dish calls for
it!) and help break up that rut.
After all, who says that you
always have to stick to ‘pasta
Tuesdays’ and ‘fish Fridays’? Try
something exotic and totally out
of your comfort zone and give it a
healthy twist  if  possible.

:: Picnic like a rebe:: Picnic like a rebe:: Picnic like a rebe:: Picnic like a rebe:: Picnic like a rebel
And while we’re on the food

theme... Picnics are one of the
joys of summer - so now sum-
mer’s on its way, take the time to
seek out some top picnic spots in
your local area.  In the Algarve
we have the beautiful beaches
along the coast to lay down our
picnic rug but why not also look
inland to the mountains of
Monchique or into the Ria For-
mosa natural park or along the
Costa Vincentina.  Make the
walk to your top picnic spot part
of the adventure and also part of
your weekly exercise.

:: Go ‘extreme’ with your
fitness classes

These days, when it comes
to exercise classes, you’ll find
so much more than plain old
aerobics on offer. From British
Military Fitness to CrossFit,
fitness classes now provide the
chance to escape reality and
train like the pros.

:: Sign up for a challenge:: Sign up for a challenge:: Sign up for a challenge:: Sign up for a challenge:: Sign up for a challenge
Everest is probably a step too

far for most of us (just slightly!),
but that doesn’t mean you can’t
experience the rewards of
taking on a challenge. Whether
it’s a 5k fun run, half marathon
or something more gruelling like
a Tough Mudder, there are
endless opportunities these
days. It’s just a question of
finding the challenge that
appeals to - and is right for - you.
Committing to training could
bring new focus and purpose to
everyday life, not to mention the
satisfaction and sense of
achievement you’ll gain.

                                          TPN/PA
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Hearing - an
undervalued topic

“Blindness separates people from things. Deafness separates
people from people.”     Immanuel Kant -philosopher.....

It is highly underestimated
that hearing plays one of the
most important roles in our
lives. It is what enables us to
interact with others and yet it is
taken for granted. Children
learn to speak by listening to
others, learn to read, appreci-

ate music and learn to deal with
the dangers that surrounds
them. In adults,  untreated
hearing loss has a direct impact
on their social life, being at
work, with friends or at home
with their partners. Hearing
problems hinder communica-

tion and bringisolation and
avoidance of social events due
to the fear of simply not being
able to keep up with conversa-
tions that lead to embarrassing
situations. Eventually some-
thing has to be done before it is
too late. Age isn’t the sole
cause of hearing problems: it
can be caused by home or
work related factors, triggered
by a sudden sound blast or
explosion, ear infections, he-
reditary factors, by injury or the
effects of toxins.

It is important to take action
on the early stage of hearing
loss. The increasing number of
health publications have asso-
ciated hearing loss with an
increasing risk of Alzheimers,
depression and mood swings.
According to a study by the
University of Bordeaux in
2015,“The fitting of hearing
aids can help the Hearing Brain
re-establish  speech under-
standing and has a vital role in
cerebral health” .

Hearing aid technology has
evolved to a point where it is
possible to hear everything in
any situation, at a comfortable
level, restoring your independ-
ence and enjoyment in life. If you
seek professional advice on your
hearing, Audiocare’s Certified
Audiologist Kate van Duijven-
bode will be glad to help you.

Beauty Angels
As Beauty Angels moves

into its second year, more and
more clients are enjoying its
unique pampering experience.

This charming salon is a
tranquil and calm haven lo-
cated in a pretty suburb of
Ferragudo and the Beauty
Angels team prides itself on
making every client feel indi-
vidual, special and well-cared
for.

Beauty Angels provides an
extensive and growing range
of advanced aesthetic serv-
ices using the highest stand-
ard equipment, combined
with superb products with
natural, organic and ecologi-
cal ingredients.

All aesthetic services are
non-invasive, non-surgical and
pain free.

Ultrasonic CavitationUltrasonic CavitationUltrasonic CavitationUltrasonic CavitationUltrasonic Cavitation
provides a natural alternative to
liposuction for body sculpting
and when combined with Radio
Frequency, clients can lose
volume while toning and tight-
ening the skin, reducing
cellulite, stretch marks, scars
and blemishes.

CryolipolisisCryolipolisisCryolipolisisCryolipolisisCryolipolisis, (fat freezing)
is ideal for permanent fat reduc-
tion and can be combined with
Cavitation for amazing results.

For the face, Radio Fre-Radio Fre-Radio Fre-Radio Fre-Radio Fre-
quencyquencyquencyquencyquency, Micro-Current Micro-Current Micro-Current Micro-Current Micro-Current and
Photon Light TherapyPhoton Light TherapyPhoton Light TherapyPhoton Light TherapyPhoton Light Therapy
provide safe and pain free

alternatives to surgical facelifts
and Botox. These techniques
enhance the structure and
texture of the skin and reduce
the signs of ageing and sun
damage.

All Beauty Angels hair & nail
services use exclusive prod-
ucts designed to restore,
nourish and replenish condi-
tion and support the well-being
of clients. These specialist
products are free of all harsh
chemicals, including formalde-
hyde. Gel varnish manicures
are all performed using the
unique ProNails Vital Nailskin
System, which provides 100%
protection for nails.

The ammonia-free hair-
colouring products all include
organic and natural ingredi-
ents and clients really see the
difference in the condition of
their hair.

Beauty Angels is now offer-
ing an amazing new organicorganicorganicorganicorganic
hair straightening hair straightening hair straightening hair straightening hair straightening service
which results in wonderfully
straight hair for three to six
months, leaving it enriched,
manageable and silky
smooth.

Come and experience the
benefits of Beauty Angels for
yourself!

For further information or to
make an appointment, please
call 282 418 221, 968633879,
or email info@beautyangels.pt
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Active Q: Get the most out of your training at more than a gym!
The Algarve’s excellent

year-round climate makes it a
Mecca for sporting enthusiasts.
In addition to golf, at Quinta do
Lago it’s possible to enjoy a
huge range of leisure activities
including tennis, cycling, horse-
riding, bird-watching, hiking,
mountain biking, water sports
on the Quinta do Lago lake and
more.

Located at roundabout 2 in
Quinta do Lago’s Real Estate
Centre, Active Q Gym takes
advantage of the natural
beauty of the surroundings and
at its heart is a commitment to a
healthy outdoor lifestyle pro-
gramme. Active Q Gym pro-
vides residents and guests with
the latest state-of-the-art exer-
cise machines, interactive

training programmes and moti-
vational activities, to ensure
they get the most out of their
exercise and reap the full re-
wards from the time they devote
to it. The gym was opened in
2011 and was designed by
Graham Morgan to get people
out exercising, enjoying the
positive aspects of the natural
setting and lifestyle benefits
found in Quinta do Lago.

In addition to a modern indoor
facility, Active Q gym features
an open-air studio with a full
programme of activities, includ-
ing Yoga, Pump and Insanity.
To enjoy Quinta do Lago’s
unique outdoor environment,
Active Q Gym organises various
activities, such as beach boot
camps or running events, as

well as offering the original
ElliptiGO® bike – a cross be-
tween a cross-trainer and a
bike.

Personal training is available
for individuals, couples or small
groups. One of the most popular
services is the personal villa

fitness programme that brings
the Active Q expertise to your
door. Qualified instructors offer
the full range of services and
classes available at Active Q, in
the comfort of your villa. Ses-
sions can be tailored for indi-
viduals or small groups, with any

equipment required being sup-
plied by the instructor.

For golfers, the gym has
developed the Golf Perform-
ance Conditioning programme,
designed to teach your body to
move more freely, optimising
your golf swing and releasing

your potential.
All of this, and more, to help

you embrace the challenge of
positive lifestyle enhancement!

To find out more about Active
Q Gym programmes, please
contact +351 289 002 986 or
email
activeq@quintadolago.com.
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Choosing a private
health insurance

When it comes to choosing
the right private health insur-
ance, more often than not we
are overwhelmed by the
number of companies, prod-
ucts and options available. It
can often become confusing
and this can lead to us putting
off taking out an insurance
policy until it is too late.

I have worked as a health

insurance specialist for over 15
years, and my role is to guide
you through the process and
find the right insurance product
that best suits your needs.
Every individual is different and
everyone’s medical history and
personal requirements are also
different. This can sometimes
make people worry about
where and how to start. That is

precisely what I am here to do.
It is my job to make sure that not
only do you get the right insur-
ance policy at the right price,
but to provide you with continu-
ous support throughout the life
of the policy.

I believe that health insur-
ance is a personal product that
requires time and tailoring to the
individual, so I would need to
go through your requirements,
either by telephone or email,
and then I can prepare a simple
comparison showing the main
benefits of the policies together
with the monthly or annual
premium.  After which you may
find it useful to have a meeting
at one of our offices, or at a
location in the Algarve which is
more suitable for you.  In this
way we can discuss the poli-
cies in depth so that you have a
better understanding about the
administration of the policy and
very important, how the claims
procedure works.

We work with most of the
leading International health
insurers including:  ALC
Healthcare, AXA PPP, BUPA,
Exeter, IMG and Morgan Price
as well as the Portuguese
insurers: Victoria Seguros and
Lusitania.

Contact me now!
Angela Barden
Medical Insurance Sales

Manager
Ibex Insurance
angela.barden@ibexinsure.com
281 325 842 / 289 399 774

Established jewellery makers
Opalina Atelier
began making
jewellery 20
years ago by
designing and
creating a unique
collection of
pieces in its
modest little
workshop in
Lagos, which
were sold at
artisan fairs and
exhibitions.

Upon request, pieces were
adapted to the client’s indi-
vidual taste. Today, Opalina
has its own shop, located in
the beautiful historical and
cultural heart of Lagos, next
to the old Slave Market and
Santa Maria Church, and
which is open every day. The
store features an enormous
collection of stunning hand-
made jewellery, simple silver
necklace and bracelet sets
and colourful gemstones,
such as opal, garnet, ruby,
topaz and amber set into
rings, earrings and stylish
pendants, all making perfect
elegant gifts.
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Health and Beauty are going hand in hand at Anne Swart Clinic
Dr. Anne implements a holistic
approach combining Dental Care,
Aesthetic Medicine and Anti-Aging life-
style concepts to make people look
and feel their best. The most important
part of any treatment is that patients
feel ‘at home’, noticing that we care for
their wellbeing.

Even though not all patients
have an interest in Anti-aging
medicine, most do understand
that good dental health in-
creases the quality of life and
general health. Replacing
missing teeth with fixed bridges
or dental implants, for example,
maintains a good facial bone
support and makes efficient
chewing possible and therefore
has an influence on how you
look and how you feel. Rejuve-
nating worn teeth with porce-
lain veneers or whitening teeth
that  have gone darker with
age are other examples of how
dentistry has a tight connection
with anti-aging concepts.

For those who want a little
more help in maintaining or
regaining a youthful appear-
ance, Aesthetic Medicine
offers a non-surgical solution.
With the help of facial fillers,
Botox, tread lifts, peelings and

other collagen-stimulating
treatments; always following Dr
Anne’s motto: ‘progressive
treatments with natural looking
results’. To help obtain and
maintaini the best results, the
clinic also offers beautician
services at reduced prices.

Of course it is not enough to
look good from the outside if
your general health is not as
good as it could be. Anti-aging
medicine can help you adjust
your lifestyle and correct health
issues in a more natural, pre-
ventive way than traditional
medicine. In traditional medi-
cine you will have to get ill first,
or show symptoms before
treatment starts with the help
of (lifelong) medication, for
example to treat high choles-
terol, high blood pressure,
(pre)diabetes, arthritis, hormo-
nal imbalances and other age-
related illnesses. During an

anti-aging consultation it is
possible to predict your risk of
certain illnesses and invert
this risk with personalised
supplements and lifestyle
changes.

Keeping in mind that we all
want a longer and healthier

life, looking the way we really
feel inside, it makes sense to
integrate all three treatment
modalities in one clinic. To
complement Dr. Anne’s treat-
ments, the clinic has its own
dental laboratory, a Med Spa
beautician service, nursing

services and consultations
with specialists in Psychology
and Chinese medicine/
Acupuncture.

For more information on the
above mentioned treatment
you can contact Dr Anne’s
front desk manager and ‘right-

hand’ Anabela or check out
the clinics website.

You can find Anne Swart
Clinic in Portimão, ónthe river
side. The ground floor premises
have easy access and a public
parking lot, a bus and taxi stop
right in front.
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Aesthetic Medicine - it’s
personal!

As our longevity in-As our longevity in-As our longevity in-As our longevity in-As our longevity in-
creases, and our healthcreases, and our healthcreases, and our healthcreases, and our healthcreases, and our health
“lasts longer” the de-“lasts longer” the de-“lasts longer” the de-“lasts longer” the de-“lasts longer” the de-
sire to look as good assire to look as good assire to look as good assire to look as good assire to look as good as
we can for as long aswe can for as long aswe can for as long aswe can for as long aswe can for as long as
we can has become awe can has become awe can has become awe can has become awe can has become a
priority.priority.priority.priority.priority.

Since our knowledgeSince our knowledgeSince our knowledgeSince our knowledgeSince our knowledge
has broadened throughhas broadened throughhas broadened throughhas broadened throughhas broadened through
ever-increasing forms ofever-increasing forms ofever-increasing forms ofever-increasing forms ofever-increasing forms of

social media championingsocial media championingsocial media championingsocial media championingsocial media championing
this great “cause”, aes-this great “cause”, aes-this great “cause”, aes-this great “cause”, aes-this great “cause”, aes-
thetic medicine, whichthetic medicine, whichthetic medicine, whichthetic medicine, whichthetic medicine, which
used to be the domain ofused to be the domain ofused to be the domain ofused to be the domain ofused to be the domain of
the rich and famous, isthe rich and famous, isthe rich and famous, isthe rich and famous, isthe rich and famous, is
continuing to adapt andcontinuing to adapt andcontinuing to adapt andcontinuing to adapt andcontinuing to adapt and
develop to accommodatedevelop to accommodatedevelop to accommodatedevelop to accommodatedevelop to accommodate
growing interest in thisgrowing interest in thisgrowing interest in thisgrowing interest in thisgrowing interest in this
area of medicine.area of medicine.area of medicine.area of medicine.area of medicine.

More and more individu-More and more individu-More and more individu-More and more individu-More and more individu-

als, both men andals, both men andals, both men andals, both men andals, both men and
women, from all walks ofwomen, from all walks ofwomen, from all walks ofwomen, from all walks ofwomen, from all walks of
life, armed with thislife, armed with thislife, armed with thislife, armed with thislife, armed with this
knowledge and the de-knowledge and the de-knowledge and the de-knowledge and the de-knowledge and the de-
sire to improve their out-sire to improve their out-sire to improve their out-sire to improve their out-sire to improve their out-
ward appearance, areward appearance, areward appearance, areward appearance, areward appearance, are
seeking out trained spe-seeking out trained spe-seeking out trained spe-seeking out trained spe-seeking out trained spe-
cialists in this field tocialists in this field tocialists in this field tocialists in this field tocialists in this field to
help them achieve theirhelp them achieve theirhelp them achieve theirhelp them achieve theirhelp them achieve their
expectations.expectations.expectations.expectations.expectations.

Our philosophy is thatOur philosophy is thatOur philosophy is thatOur philosophy is thatOur philosophy is that
you cannot turn backyou cannot turn backyou cannot turn backyou cannot turn backyou cannot turn back
time but Dr Joannatime but Dr Joannatime but Dr Joannatime but Dr Joannatime but Dr Joanna
Karamon can adviseKaramon can adviseKaramon can adviseKaramon can adviseKaramon can advise
clients on the treatmentsclients on the treatmentsclients on the treatmentsclients on the treatmentsclients on the treatments
that she feels would suitthat she feels would suitthat she feels would suitthat she feels would suitthat she feels would suit
each individual with theeach individual with theeach individual with theeach individual with theeach individual with the
aim of reaching the de-aim of reaching the de-aim of reaching the de-aim of reaching the de-aim of reaching the de-
sired results of a lifted,sired results of a lifted,sired results of a lifted,sired results of a lifted,sired results of a lifted,
refreshed, rejuvenatedrefreshed, rejuvenatedrefreshed, rejuvenatedrefreshed, rejuvenatedrefreshed, rejuvenated
look.look.look.look.look.

The changes made areThe changes made areThe changes made areThe changes made areThe changes made are
generally progressive asgenerally progressive asgenerally progressive asgenerally progressive asgenerally progressive as
a small change may bea small change may bea small change may bea small change may bea small change may be
all that is needed for anall that is needed for anall that is needed for anall that is needed for anall that is needed for an
individual to feel that theindividual to feel that theindividual to feel that theindividual to feel that theindividual to feel that the
enhancement they areenhancement they areenhancement they areenhancement they areenhancement they are
after has been achieved.after has been achieved.after has been achieved.after has been achieved.after has been achieved.

The aim of aestheticThe aim of aestheticThe aim of aestheticThe aim of aestheticThe aim of aesthetic
medicine is as muchmedicine is as muchmedicine is as muchmedicine is as muchmedicine is as much
spiritual as it is physical.spiritual as it is physical.spiritual as it is physical.spiritual as it is physical.spiritual as it is physical.
If you look good, you feelIf you look good, you feelIf you look good, you feelIf you look good, you feelIf you look good, you feel
good.good.good.good.good.

Please phone eitherPlease phone eitherPlease phone eitherPlease phone eitherPlease phone either
Luzdoc in Praia da LuzLuzdoc in Praia da LuzLuzdoc in Praia da LuzLuzdoc in Praia da LuzLuzdoc in Praia da Luz
on 282 780 700 oron 282 780 700 oron 282 780 700 oron 282 780 700 oron 282 780 700 or
Medilagos in Lagos onMedilagos in Lagos onMedilagos in Lagos onMedilagos in Lagos onMedilagos in Lagos on
282 788 217   if you282 788 217   if you282 788 217   if you282 788 217   if you282 788 217   if you
would like to make anwould like to make anwould like to make anwould like to make anwould like to make an
appointment.appointment.appointment.appointment.appointment.

Working in sync with the Apolónia brand we
are not just a service; excellent customer serv-
ice, personalised advice and total client satis-
faction are our constant and main concerns.

In this space customers have access to a vast
range of leading brands and products, from
areas as distinct as dermo-cosmetics
(Skinceuticals), child care, diet supplements
(Solgar) or orthopaedics, all underpinned with
expert technical advice.

We also have at your disposal nutritional and
homeopathic consultations, various types of
regular health screenings, and tastings and

Apolónia Pharma is an extension of Apolónia Supermarkets
based on a parapharmacy concept.

Apolónia Pharma

events to introduce new products related to
health and well-being, as well as a range of
promotions.

Apolónia Pharma has a key role in our store.
Driven by the dynamism of our parent company it
is a space of clean, modern lines, designed with
you and your comfort in mind. We have paid
great attention to detail and nothing has been
left  to chance, from the lighting to the displaying
of the products, brands and representations.

All supported by a young and dynamic team of
specialised professionals.

We look forward to your visit!
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Recover the energies of your body and mind at
Vale d’Oliveiras Quinta Resort & Spa
Vale d’Oliveiras is an elegant 5-star resort withVale d’Oliveiras is an elegant 5-star resort withVale d’Oliveiras is an elegant 5-star resort withVale d’Oliveiras is an elegant 5-star resort withVale d’Oliveiras is an elegant 5-star resort with
22 rooms, 2 suites and 80 townhouses located22 rooms, 2 suites and 80 townhouses located22 rooms, 2 suites and 80 townhouses located22 rooms, 2 suites and 80 townhouses located22 rooms, 2 suites and 80 townhouses located
between Carvoeiro and Ferragudo, offeringbetween Carvoeiro and Ferragudo, offeringbetween Carvoeiro and Ferragudo, offeringbetween Carvoeiro and Ferragudo, offeringbetween Carvoeiro and Ferragudo, offering
magnificent views to the Monchique hills andmagnificent views to the Monchique hills andmagnificent views to the Monchique hills andmagnificent views to the Monchique hills andmagnificent views to the Monchique hills and
the Gramacho golf course. The traditional localthe Gramacho golf course. The traditional localthe Gramacho golf course. The traditional localthe Gramacho golf course. The traditional localthe Gramacho golf course. The traditional local
architecture with Moorish influences provides aarchitecture with Moorish influences provides aarchitecture with Moorish influences provides aarchitecture with Moorish influences provides aarchitecture with Moorish influences provides a
calm and tranquil environment.calm and tranquil environment.calm and tranquil environment.calm and tranquil environment.calm and tranquil environment.

The Healthy Days Packages
at the Lisvaýa Spa are the
perfect way to enjoy all the
services this stunning resort
has to offer. The highly quali-
fied therapists,will provide you
with a memorable experience
and extraordinary feeling of
lightness and well-being.

Between treatments, we
suggest you a 3-course low-
calorie menu in the Mediterra-
nean atmosphere of The Olive

Tree Restaurant or Jasmin Pool
Bar. Overlooking the resort’s
lake this will be the perfect
scenario for a relaxing meal.

In order to make your day
complete, try out the steam
bath and the Health Club facili-
ties which feature an indoor
heated pool, Jacuzzi, Sauna &
gym offering panoramic views
over the carefully maintained
gardens and the surrounding
countryside.
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